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Jump into the cockpit and  

take flight with Pilot books.  

Your journey will take you on 

high-energy adventures as you 

learn about all that is wild, 

weird, fascinating, and fun!
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What Is ESPN?
 It is game day! A group of sports fans tunes in to ESPN 

to watch a football game. If the friends miss an important 

play, they can catch all the highlights on SportsCenter. 

This show offers news on football, basketball, and other 

favorite sports. Sports fans count on ESPN to keep them 

up-to-date!

 ESPN, Inc. is an American sports entertainment 

company. Its headquarters is in Bristol, Connecticut. 

ESPN is one of the most popular cable networks in the 

world. Millions of people listen to ESPN radio stations 

every day. Its apps help fans stay connected to sporting 

events. ESPN publishes a sports magazine called ESPN 

The Magazine. It has won many awards. The company 

also owns a large sports complex in Florida. People all 

over the world recognize the ESPN logo. Today, the ESPN 

brand is worth nearly $17 billion!

ESPN The Magazine4



By the Numbers
Google

headquarters

20 million
ESPN Radio listeners 

each week

 
about 

 8,000 
ESPN employees

 
more than  

64,000  
hours of programs 

produced  
in 2016

more than 
32  

ESPN television 
networks

16.5 million  
readers per issue of 
ESPN The Magazine 

 

64 million 
visitors to ESPN.com 

every month

ESPN headquarters in Bristol, Connecticut

By the Numbers
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 Bill Rasmussen and his son, Scott, started ESPN in 

1978. Bill was a former sports announcer. He thought 

television news spent too little time on sports. He wanted 

to find a way to bring more television sports to fans. Bill 

and Scott realized that satellite technology was the 

answer. It could be used to air sports on cable television. 

The men decided to use satellites from a company  

called RCA. 

 However, the satellites cost about $35,000 a month. 

Bill and Scott needed money to pay for them. Bill began 

asking companies to put money into ESPN. But many 

doubted that ESPN would work. Most companies turned 

the men down. Finally, an advertiser gave money. Then, 

the NCAA agreed to provide programs to the network. 

This led a company called 

Getty Oil to take a risk. It 

gave $10 million to the 

company. ESPN was up 

and running!

ESPN Kicks Off

Naming A Network 
ESPN was first called ESP Network. 
The name changed to ESPN in 1979. 

It is short for Entertainment and 
Sports Programming network.

RCA satellite6



Bill Rasmussen

The Total  
Sports Network 
1970s -1980s  tagline 
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 

https://www.ebooks2go.com/bellwether-espn
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